Starting from the exact formulation of the electric microfield distribution in an electron gas the question is investigated of whether collective phenomena are correctly included in previous calculations. Application of Böhm and Pines' procedure yields a separable expression for the total microfield distribution: the collective component is represented by a Gaussian distribution, the individual component is similar to the high-frequency profile of Baranger and Mozer. Both components vary with the cut-off parameter of the spectrum of the collective modes. For realistic values of this cut-off parameter the total distribution may differ from the high-frequency profile as much as ten per cent for systems close to the critical density. With increasing plasma parameter A the distribution approaches that of Holtsmark.
Introduction
The electric microfield distribution for systems in thermodynamic equilibrium was originally calculated by HOLTSMARK 1 for a one-component model of uncorrected ions. Consequently the applicability of this model is restricted to the limit of A~l -> 0, where A is the well-known plasma parameter (proportional to the number of particles in the Debye sphere). The influence of correlations in a system of electrons and ions was first included in calculations by ECKER and MÜLLER 2 and by BARANGER and MOZER 3 , who introduced different "Dressed Particles"-models 4 to account for interactions. Their calculations yielded deviations from the Holtsmark distribution depending only on the value of A.
The theories accounting for correlation effects do so within the frame of the well-known pair approximation. They consequently neglect long-range collective interactions. There have been claims in the literature 5 that such collective effects can change the distribution function substantially, so that even in the limit A~l ->-0 no Holtsmarkian behaviour results.
Under these aspects it is the aim of this paper to establish the effect of collective phenomena on the microfield distribution. [1968] .
Model
For the sake of transparency we restrict ourselves to a one-component model of N electrons in thermodynamic equilibrium at a temperature T with an immobile smeared-out neutralizing positive background charge. We consider only Coulomb interactions and calculate the microfield distribution at a neutral point of observation non-relativistically. The system is studied in the limit N-> oo, Voo, n = N/V -const. Density and temperature are restricted to the range below the critical density.
Outline
To check the influence of the collective modes we apply the procedure of BÖHM and PLNES 6 to the calculation of the electric microfield distribution. We give preference to this procedure because it allows to treat individual and collective phenomena simultaneously, an advantage not sheared by other theories 7 .
In Sec. 4 we calculate the field function, the Hamiltonian, and with these the microfield distribution of our system in terms of individual and collective variables.
In Sec. 5 we sketch the mathematical details of the evaluation procedure.
In Sec. 6 we present our results and compare them with the microfield distributions quoted in the introductory section.
The Microfield Distribution

Expressed in Terms of Individual and Collective
Variables
According to Markoff's method the probability density for the electric microfield is given by
where Pn is the well-known Gibbs-factor and H is the Hamiltonian
Ei is the electric field exerted by the i-th particle at the neutral point of observation
To improve the approximate evaluation 2 ' 3 of the exact description contained in Eqs. (1) to (3) we apply the collective approach.
The basic idea of this approach is the understanding that the individual coordinates are not appropriate for the description of long-range collective effects. One therefore aims to transform to a new set of variables consisting of two groups: the one suitable for the discription of short-range, the other of long-range effects.
We start with the Fourier representation of the potential energy in the Hamiltonian yielding
where we have chosen to subdivide the total interaction by the parameter kc into two parts which -as Böhm and Pines demonstrated -are suitable to represent collective and individual interactions.
The prime excluded the term k = 0 from the summation to account for the over-all charge neutrality of our system.
We introduce in addition to the 2N variables 
where a)p is the plasma frequency. In arriving at the Hamiltonian Eqs. (7) - (9) we had to introduce the Fourier components Eq. (6) into Eq. (4) therewith introducing implicitly the self-energy part of the interaction. Accordingly we should subtract this self-energy part explicitly from the final Hamiltonian, but we omitted it because it is not of interest here. Moreover we already neglected mode-mode coupling within the frame of the random phase approximation.
The Hamiltonian Eqs. (7) - (9) is not satisfactory because of the nonnegligible term HINter, which causes mode-particle cuupling.
To eliminate this unwanted term Böhm and Pines apply a second canonical transformation 8 -the new variables will be denoted by {r'i ,p'i\ Q'*.P*}-and a perturbation expansion 9 in terms of the parameter
The average is taken over the particle momenta and the wave vectors k with k ^ kc.
is the &-dependent frequency of the collective oscillations determined through the dispersion relation We now turn to express the field function E in terms of collective and individual variables. We Fourier transform the field and perform the first canonical transformation. The result is given by
where the first term results from the summation over the individual contributions and represents a Debye-Hückel field type with the screening length kc 1 ' The second term represents the collective field contributions, t' denotes the spatial variable of the neutral point of observation after the first canonical transformation.
The application of the second canonical transformation to Eq. (13) within the frame of the approximations described above produces the field presentation 11 "3
Of course, since we introduced 2 NC additional variables subsidiary conditions are necessary to keep the total number of degrees of freedom constant. The ratio of the number of collective modes to the number of individual modes is of the order of A~1. As we are well below the critical density it follows that the number of collective degrees of freedom is small compared with the number of individual degrees of freedom. Consequently, it is (12) common use 12 to neglect the subsidiary conditions.
2 Et = 2 77g r," + I ~) 2 Qk exp{; k r"} i in \ V ) k,k^kc ^^ where v" denotes the correspondingly transformed spatial variable of the neutral point of observation.
Thus, the microfield distribution is given by the general formula
W(E) = f d(E-2 EI) PN(H) dri'... dP*c (15) where the Gibbs factor is exp{ -H/x T}
PN(H)
= / exp{ -Hjx T} dri' ...dP*c
(16)
The Hamiltonian follows from Eq. (12), and the field contributions are determined through Eq. (14). The integrations extend over individual and collective variables.
For the sake of simplicity we will omit from here on the double prime at the variables. However, we want to keep in mind in the following that the \ r'i, p'i', Qk, P'k} are neither identical with the original variables nor related to them in a simple way.
Evaluation Procedure
Fourier transformation of Eq. (15) using Eqs. (12) and (14) yields the separable spectral function 
The total microfield distribution follows from the convolution of the collective and individual components.
The theory 6 does not provide a specific value for the cut-off A. However, on the one hand, the condition A 2 1 is necessary to secure the validity of the perturbation expansion following the second canonical transformation. On the other hand, if we want maximal improvement through the collective variables, we have to choose A as large as possible.
Obeying these requirements we consider the cutoff parameters in the range 0.5 ^ A ^ 0.6
Results and Discussion
In Fig. 1 we present the results of the numerical evaluation of iy2 defined in Eq. (23). In addition we show the case A = 0 which includes no collective 13 Compare H. PFENNIG and E. TREFFTZ, Z. Naturforsch. 21 a, 697 [1966] , Eqs. (C39), (C 36) and (C37) .
description at all and should consequently be identical with the high-frequency result of Baranger and Mozer. Actually our results show small deviations which confirm the findings of PFENNIG and TREFFTZ (I.e. 14 ).
In Fig. 2 the individual component of the microfield distribution is shown as calculated from Eq. (22) In w = 13.5 Fig. 3 . Collective component of the microfield distribution r0=0.6; varying cut-off parameter A). Figure 3 shows the collective distributions for the same values as in Fig. 2 with the exception that the Baranger-Mozer result (A = 0) was replaced by the curve for A = 0.1. The case A = 0 corresponds to a Dirac function at the origin, the curve for ,4=0.1 is meant to demonstrate how with decreasing A this Dirac function is approached so that the collective effects become negligible.
In Fig. 4 we show the collective distribution for a constant cut-off parameter A = 0.6 and varying number of particles in the Debye region. The purpose of this demonstration is to show that with increasing number of particles in the Debye region the change introduced by the collective phenomena gradually disappears. tribution in the direction of the correlationfree Holtsmark result. In judging the magnitude of this effect we want to remember that we have chosen the cut-off at its maximum possible value 15 .
Summary
The inclusion of collective long-range effects in the calculation of the electric microfield distribution shifts previous results calculated on the individual variable basis towards the correlationless Holtsmark distribution. For high values of the cut-off parameter and systems close to the critical density the effect may reach 10 per cent. With increasing number of particles in the Debye region the effect disappears. In particular the distribution is little affected in the high field range.
Our findings can therefore not corroborate results which claim decisive effects of the collective phenomena even for high fields and in the far sub-critical region 5 .
We are presently studying the analytical interrelations of the procedure and results presented here to similar findings of HOOPER 16 who used an essentially different approach.
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